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Abstract: Photonic-chip-based light illumination has recently found applications in optical
microscopy and nanoscopy methodologies. The photonic chip removes the dependency on
imaging objective lenses to generate the required illumination patterns for different microscopy
methods. Until now, all the reported chip-based optical microscopymethods exploit the evanescent
field present on top of a waveguide surface and are thus inherently limited to two-dimensional
microscopy. Here, we perform systematic simulation studies to investigate different chip-based
waveguide designs for static and dynamic shaping of light beams in the free-space. The simulation
studies have been carefully designed considering the photo-lithography limitations and wavelength
spectrum (405 nm to 660 nm) that is of interest in fluorescence based optical microscopy and
nanoscopy. We first report the generation of a quasi-Bessel beam (QBB) using an on-chip
axicon made at the end facet of a planar waveguide to mimic light sheet illumination. This is
extended to the implementation of a counter propagating QBB for lattice light-sheet applications.
The double axicon, a derivative of the axicon generates superimposed Bessel beams (SBB). Its
waveguide-based implementation is proposed and analyzed. Finally, we investigate an optical
phased array (OPA) approach to allow dynamic steering of the output light in the free-space. The
aim of this study is to find suitable waveguide design parameters for free-space beam shaping
operating in the visible spectrum opening possibilities for three-dimensional chip-based optical
microscopy.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
The last decade has witnessed momentous progress in the field of advanced optical microscopy
with focus on two fronts. These are super-resolution (SR) optical microscopy commonly referred
to as optical nanoscopy that has overcome what is generally known as the Abbe diffraction
limit in the field of optical microscopy, and minimally invasive, three-dimensional light sheet
fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) or selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM). Optical
nanoscopy comprises a panel of techniques including structured illumination microscopy (SIM)
[1,2], stimulated emission depletion (STED) [3] microscopy, and single-molecule localization
microscopy (SMLM) techniques such as photo activated localization microscopy (PALM) [4]
and fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM) [5] as well as stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [6] and direct STORM (dSTORM) [7]. Techniques
such as SR optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) [8] and entropy-based SR imaging (ESI) [9] are
based on the analysis of signal fluctuations in an acquired image series. LSFM or SPIM [10],
originally developed as orthogonal-plane fluorescence optical sectioning (OPFOS) [11], uses
orthogonal illumination of the sample with respect to the imaging objective lens, minimizing
out-of-focus light and providing exceptional optical sectioning capability. This has made LSFM
a most suitable method for live cell imaging of thick specimens.
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Most of the present day advanced optical microscopy uses complex and costly optical
microscopes to deliver specialized illumination patterns required to achieve high-resolution images
while the sample lies on a simple glass slide. These advanced microscopy solutions all employ
bulk optics for laser beam engineering in free-space and a microscope to deliver the illumination
pattern. This approach is prone to misalignment; therefore, successful implementation requires
well-calibrated optics hosted on a stable and mechanically rigid platform, consequently increasing
their cost and hindering parallelization.
Recently, photonic-chip-based optical fluorescence nanoscopy has emerged as a potential
solution to reduce the system complexity and cost of present day optical nanoscopy [12–16].
The light inside the waveguide is guided based on total internal reflection (TIR), generating
an evanescent field at the core and cladding interface. In chip-based optical nanoscopy the
sample is placed directly on top of an optical waveguide (the core) and is illuminated using the
evanescent field present at the interface. The fluorescence signal is collected using any standard
upright optical microscope. Waveguide chip illumination generates evanescent field excitation,
which is determined by the waveguide geometry (length and width) and is independent of the
imaging objective lens. The illumination and collection light paths are therefore decoupled in
photonic-chip-based microscopy. These properties of on-chip illumination have recently been
exploited in chip-based dSTORM and ESI [17,18] and SIM [19]. Chip-based optical nanoscopy
does not only hold edge over conventional approaches on simplicity and cost but has also pushed
the technical frontiers of respective optical nanoscopy methodologies. On-chip dSTORM has
demonstrated the largest field of view (FoV) ever reported with super-resolution (70 nm resolution
over 500 µm × 500 µm), 100-times larger than the conventional solution. Similarly, on-chip SIM
was demonstrated with 2.4-fold resolution enhancement with respect to conventional microscopy,
contrary to a 2-fold improvement of conventional SIM.
However, all on-chip optical microscopy and nanoscopy approaches so far have been limited
to two-dimensional imaging, as they use the evanescent field present on top of the waveguide
surface. Thus only a thin portion of the cell (e.g. 150 nm to 200 nm) touching the waveguide
surface can be imaged due to evanescent field excitation. For three dimensional and volumetric
imaging of the sample it is necessary to access the light guided inside the waveguide and to
perform beam shaping in the free-space. To access the guided light inside the waveguide, there
could be different approaches to do so. The end of the waveguide can be cleaved [20,21] and the
light escaping from the end facet can be used for 3D imaging. Alternatively, it is also possible
to use a grating coupler to out-couple the guided light inside the waveguide [22]. Most of the
grating couplers are optimized for a single wavelength and have less tolerance for a wide span
of wavelengths that are intended to be used in fluorescence based optical microscopy, spanning
from 405 nm to 660 nm, which is focus of this work. Therefore, in this study the outcoupling
is performed by means of cleaved end facets as it would be less prone to errors over a wide
wavelength spectrum.
Previous developments related to on-chip beam shaping are silicon on insulator (SOI) based
implementations that are inherently restricted to work using infrared wavelengths, opposed to
the visible wavelength spectrum (405 nm to 660 nm) that is of interest for optical microscopy.
They comprise light detection and ranging (Lidar) [23], near-field-focusing [24], QBB generation
[25,26] and beam steering [22,27]. Silicon nitride (Si3N4) based OPAs have been demonstrated
to work at a visible vacuum wavelength of 635 nm [28].
In this work, we investigate on-chip light shaping strategies for the visible wavelength spectrum
(405 nm to 660 nm) with the aim to be used in optical microscopy and optical nanoscopy
applications. While on-chip axicon like designs have been previously explored, here we extend
the scope for photonic-chip-platforms for the generation of self-imaged optical beams and
lattice-like light sheets for the first time to the best of our knowledge. Moreover, we extend the
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use of integrated optical arrays to generate user-defined self-imaged optical beams and Bessel
beams at visible wavelength and investigate their usefulness from optical microscopy application.
The light from the cleaved end of the waveguide would diverge rapidly, therefore on-chip
lenses at the end facets of the waveguide were simulated and investigated. Here, first we discuss
the design and simulation of on-chip integrated lenses (axicons) that are necessary to generate
single plane static illumination using a photonic chip in section 2. Such a single plane light
illumination will find application in light sheet microscopy. In order to generate steerable light
illumination, an integrated OPA approach is explored in section 3. The simulation parameters
investigated in this study carefully consider both the fabrication tolerance of the conventional
photolightography that governs the waveguide designs, and the practical requirements of the
desired illumination pattern, such as dimensions, divergence, wavelength and beam shaping that
are essential in optical microscopy for bioimaging applications.
2. Design and simulation of chip-based static beam shaping in free space
The diffraction of light is inextricably connected to its wavelike nature; it is governed by the
Helmholtz equation [29]. This means that propagating light shows divergence in most cases,
especially after hitting an object along the direction of propagation. However the Bessel beam is
a nondivergent solution of the Helmholtz equation [30,31]. It has a lateral intensity profile that is
described by a Bessel function and does not change along the direction of propagation. In addition
the Bessel beam also shows self-reconstruction, sometimes called self-healing, after hitting an
obstacle along the way of propagation [32]. The electric field amplitude of the zeroth-order
Bessel beam can be written as [30]







where ρ is the transverse distance from the optical axis, x is the direction of propagation along
the optical axis, kj = 2πλj is the wave vector with wavelength λj and its radial and longitudinal
components kρj and kxj, the index j refers to a particular Bessel beam. The term J0 is the






and is independent of x; which highlights the non-diverging property of ideal Bessel beam. This
holds for beams of infinite lateral extend resulting in an infinite amount of energy in the beam
since J0 is not square-integrable [30]. It is possible though to experimentally realize a QBB that
shows the described properties over a finite propagation length without the necessity of infinite
lateral extend.
It has been shown that the interference of two Bessel beams (j = 1 and j = 2), with different
radial propagation constants generates an interference pattern of the electric field amplitudes
E1(ρ, x) and E2(ρ, x) propagating on a common optical axis; the SBB whose intensity distribution
is proportional to [33]
















× cos [(kx1 − kx2) x + φ1 − φ2] . (3)
This interference pattern shows zero intensity spots on the optical axis that are surrounded by
non-zero light intensity, it may be referred to as a bottle beam. The bottling is governed by the
cos-term in Eq. (3) for kx1 − kx2 , 0.
Experimentally a Bessel beam can be generated by passing collimated light through an axicon,
for example an annular slit in the focal plane of a lens, generating an interference pattern [34]
where the author refers to van Heel [35] who used such a geometry for two-dimensional alignment
problems. Although any rotationally symmetric optical element that images a point source into a
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stretch along the optical axis [36] may be referred to as an axicon, the most common type is a
glass cone and the Bessel beam is generated by passing a Gaussian beam through it [37].
It is noted that the described generation of a fundamental QBB is based on feeding a fundamental
Gaussian beam (fundamental Laguerre-Gaussian mode) into the axicon. It is possible to generate
higher order Bessel beams by passing Laguerre-Gaussian laser modes with a radial or azimuthal
index not equal to zero through an axicon. These higher order Bessel beams exhibit a modified
beam structure that has also been used to generate bottle beams [38,39].
2.1. Choice of waveguide material
The careful choice of suitable material is an important first step. In section 2, the waveguide
designs are simulated using Si3N4 and in section 3 it is based on tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5).
High-refractive index material such as Si3N4 and Ta2O5 enable ultra-compact waveguide
structures with small bend radii and thus compact footprint on an integrated optical functions. In
particular Si3N4 has gained significant popularity in recent years, due to it is compatibility with
conventional semiconductor fabrication facilities, high-refractive index (n = 2.0 @ 532 nm) and
low loss.
2.2. On-chip axicon design
The light pattern generation presented in the following is based on planar waveguide technology
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Light coupled into the input facet of the waveguide chip can propagate
in well defined modes in the waveguide. Single mode waveguide condition is necessary to
control the beam shaping in the free-space. In previous work, single mode conditions at visible
wavelengths (405 nm to 660 nm) were achieved using shallow rib geometry [12]. The advantage
of rib waveguide geometry over strip waveguide is that it allows single mode behaviour for wider
waveguide geometry [12].
Fig. 1. A rib waveguide using a linear waveguide taper in order to maintain the fundamental
mode. Panel (a) shows the general rib waveguide under consideration. Boundary modes
(b)-(e) for a model at a vacuum wavelength of 660 nm with materials of refractive indices
1.46 (Substrate, SiO2), 2.12 (Slab and Rib, Ta2O5), and 1.33 (water on top). The slab and
rib height are set to 200 nm and 50 nm respectively. In (b) the fundamental waveguide mode
for a rib waveguide of 500 nm width is shown. It is the only guided mode, the first order
mode (b) (mode with next lower effective refractive index) is not guided (propagates in the
slab). For a rib waveguide with a rib width of 1.5 µm not only the fundamental mode (d), but
also the first order mode (e) is guided in the waveguide. The boundary modes are presented
as the norm of their electric field distribution in arbitrary units, color bar in (d).
Given a small enough rib width (here 500 nm) only the fundamental mode (b) is guided. The
next waveguide mode (with the next lower effective index) is not guided, it is a slab mode as
shown in (c), i.e. propagating outside the waveguide core. However, for bio-imaging the main
interest is on wider waveguides to generate a large beam to scan the entire cells (10 µm to 20 µm).
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A wide waveguide made of Si3N4 will not only guide the fundamental mode (d) but also the
higher order modes, for example the first order mode as shown in (e). To solve this issue, a
single mode waveguide is used at the input facet and is adiabatically tapered out as illustrated
in (a). Light is coupled into the waveguide, only exciting the fundamental mode of the narrow
input. The adiabatic waveguide taper expands the mode into the fundamental mode of the wider
waveguide part without exciting higher order modes. This way a pure single mode condition can
be maintained using a Si3N4 rib waveguide. In addition a phase shift of the guided mode can be
achieved by means of thermo-optic manipulation as indicated in (a).
In the first approximation, generating a 1D-QBB by means of an axicon can be described in
terms of a combination of geometrical optics and wave optics as presented in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a)
shows a general design of a chip-based axicon, with the axicon structure in the xy-plane like
a cross section of a conventional rotationally symmetric axicon. The waveguide core, i.e. the
slab and the rib is made of Si3N4 on a SiO2 substrate. The light inside the waveguide is tightly
confined in both axes, thus it will diverge rapidly from the end facet of the waveguide. For
hosting the sample and for the generation of the beam, it will be essential to etch away both the
core (rib and slab) and the underlying cladding at the end facet. The axicon at the end facet is
used to control the divergence of the beam in the xy-plane, generating a line focus as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The top view in Fig. 2(b) indicates the QBB properties of the propagating light in the
xy-plane. However, the divergence in the xy-plane is allowed intentionally as shown by the red
region of Fig. 2(a). The net result is a thin light sheet illumination. Using Fig. 2(c), showing one
half of the cross section and Fig. 2(d), showing a full cross section, the propagation of the light is
described in terms of geometrical optics and the wave properties are only taken into account to
describe the generated interference pattern. Collimated light propagating along the optical axis
enters the axicon from the left-hand side. Assuming that the whole axicon aperture of size 2R
is filled (R being the half width of the waveguide), the light is refracted by the conical surface
(characteristic wedge angle α) and propagates over the red shaded area. The refractive index of
the axicon is ni and the refractive index of the environment no, where ni>no. Using Snell’s law,





− α. The length along the optical axis over which light coming from the
axicon is incident on the optical axis and thus generating the Bessel beam is given by the DOF
(see Fig. 2(c) and (d))
DOF = xmax − xmin, (4)
with xmin = R tan (α) and xmax = Rtan(θ) . The maximum width over which the interference takes
place is given by W = DOF tan (θ) and the fringe spacing of the resulting interference pattern is
given by what is commonly referred to as the Abbe diffraction limit ∆r = λ02NA , with the vacuum
wavelength λ0 and the numerical aperture NA = n0 sin (θ). This allows to calculate the number





From the physics point of view it seems reasonable to round these values to the nearest odd
integer. Viewing the Bessel beam as an interference pattern of plane waves propagating at a fixed
angle with the optical axis explains the self-healing properties of the beam since the Bessel beam
does not consist of light propagating along the optical axis, liming the shadow of an object along
the optical axis depending on its size and the angle θ. For the application in LSFM the Bessel
beam should optimally provide a large DOF at a limited ∆r with only one strong central lobe.
This can be achieved by balancing the values of R and θ [26].
Next, the generation of one-dimensional SBB using a photonic-chip is investigated. In order to
generate SBB by overlapping two zeroth order QBBs, three basic principles have been employed
so far. First, a screen with two annular slits of different radii and a lens were used to generate the
SBB, demonstrating the self imaging effect in a non-diffracting beam [33]. Then the self-imaged
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Fig. 2. The chip-based axicon and its ability to form a 1D light sheet as part of 1D-QBB. In
(a) a general design for an axicon using a planar waveguide and the beam shaping capability
is shown. The top view in (b) shows the xy-plane where the 1D-QBB intensity profile is
generated. Following [26], the DOF of the generated QBB profile can be approximated
using the optical properties and geometry shown in (c) where only one half of the top view
is presented. Describing the QBB as an interference pattern can be done using the sketch in
(d), where the axicon is set of to the left for better visualization.
bottle beam was introduced by using a hologram on a spatial light modulator (SLM) [40] as well
as a photolithography hologram [41]. On the other hand, starting with a highly efficient glass
cone axicon, introducing a second wedge angle it is possible to obtain a so called double axicon.
Passing a fundamental Gaussian beam through this optical device it is possible to generate two
overlapping zeroth-order QBBs with different longitudinal wave vector components, interfering
on the optical axis and generating the SBB [42–44].
More involved implementations using an SLM for spatial filtering have been shown to
significantly improve the propagation length [45]. A slightly different way to generate self-
imaging beams is a volume holographic method using a Bessel readout beam [46].
In Fig. 3 the light shaping function of the double axicon, similar to what is done in Fig. 2
with respect to the (single) axicon, is described. The refractive index of the axicon is ni
and the refractive index of the environment no, where ni>no. The axicon has two angles
with α1>α2. The radii of the axicons are given by R1>R2. Again, using Snell’s law, the
angle between the light coming from the upper part of the axicon and the optical axis is θ1.
The light coming from the lower part of the axicon forms an angle with the optical axis of









−α1/2. The distance over which light coming from the outer axicon in






tan(θ1) . For the
light coming from the lower axicon this distance is given by xmin2 = tan (α1) (R1 − R2)+ tan (α2)R2
and xmax2 = tan (α1) (R1 − R2) +
R2
tan(θ2) .
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Fig. 3. The chip-based double axicon and its ability to form a light sheet as part of a SBB.
In (a) a general design for a double axicon using a planar waveguide and the beam shaping
capability is shown. In (b), as for the (single) axicon in Fig. 2(c), the necessary parameters
to approximate the interaction length along the optical axis, where a SBB profile may be
generated, is shown.
2.3. Finite element simulation
The on-chip axicon represents a cross-section of an actual axicon that is described as a rotationally
symmetric device. It is the deliberate attempt to limit the non-divergent properties of the QBB
to one plane and being able to manipulate the light in the direction perpendicular to that plane
in a different way. The two-dimensional implementation of the axicon on a planar waveguide
is proposed elsewhere [26], where finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations of Si3N4
for vacuum wavelength in the infrared (780 nm) are shown. The idea is to perform light sheet
microscopy where the light sheet is generated by a one-dimensional axicon. It is estimated that
light sheets with a resolution of twice the wavelength of the used light can be generated. In the
following two-dimensional simulations of the proposed (double) axicons are performed assuming
a waveguide design similar to the sketches in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 3(b) using the refractive index of
Si3N4 and water at a given vacuum wavelength for the simulation of 532 nm.
2.3.1. Waveguide based axicons
In Fig. 4 a two-dimensional simulation for on-chip axicon as described above with R = 20 µm at
a visible vacuum wavelength of λ0 = 532 nm, ni = 2.0559, no = 1.3371, and different angles
α is presented. The simulations are done using the finite element method (FEM) in COMSOL
Multiphysics (COMSOL) and the results are presented as the square of the electric field norm as a
measure of the intensity distribution. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a) the smaller the wedge angle the
larger is the non-diffracting distance of the central core of the Bessel beam. Also, Fig. 4(a) shows
that the on-chip axicon output does not only consist of the central beam or lobe, but also some
weak side lobes. Although the number of lobes according to Eq. (5) is rather high with 5, 7, 9, 11
and 15 for (a)–(e) respectively, it is observed that the further away from the central lobe these side
lobes appear, the farther along the propagation direction they show maximum intensity. Even
though the side lobes are not desirable for conventional light sheet microscopy, the appropriate
placement of the side lobes could be exploited for simultaneous imaging of multiple planes.
This is the reason why the investigation of the proposed waveguide designs, using geometrical
optics only is not sufficient anymore and the wavelike nature of light has to be considered more
rigorous. The number of lobes to be expected according to Eq. (5) would render the investigated
axicons with the parameters given in Fig. 4 useless with respect to an application in light sheet
generation, as it has been pointed out already [26]. As can be seen in Fig. 4 the central maximum
is rather limited to extend in the first half of the DOF, whereas the side lobes are more prominent
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for an axicon with R = 20 µm at a vacuumwavelength of λ0 = 532
nm, ni = 2.0559, no = 1.3371. Shown are the values for the electric field norm squared in
arbitrary units for (a) α = 6◦, (b) α = 8◦, (c) α = 10◦, (d) α = 12◦, and (e) α = 15◦.
in the region farther away for the the axicon. This is also visible in Fig. 5(a) where the intensity
profile for the central maximum along the direction of propagation extracted from the results
presented in Fig. 4 is shown. Increasing the axicon angle does not only shorten the relevant
propagation of the central lobe and increase the number of side lobes, but it also introduces
intensity variations along the direction of propagation. In order to assess the validity of the
geometrical description, the FWHM of the central beam at its maximum (along x) is compared to
the FWHM as predicted by ∆r2 in Fig. 5(b). It suggests that the geometrical optics based approach
is an overall valid approximation although the physically more precise FEM simulations predict
a slightly larger FWHM for the central maximum. The intensity fluctuations along the optical
axis as seen in Fig. 5(a) emphasize the necessity of FEM simulations since these fluctuations
cannot be predicted using the geometrical optics based model. Finally it can be observed that the
translation invariant property of the field amplitude reduces over a finite length.
2.3.2. Size variation in on-chip axicons
Increasing the size of the axicon from R = 20 µm to R = 40 µm changes the interference pattern
generated by the axicon as shown in Fig. 6. First of all it can be seen that the number of lobes
increases. The geometrical approximation predicts 7 and 15 lobes for an axicon angle of 8°. As
for the axicon with R = 20 µm, the side lobes appear farther along the direction of propagation
especially those that are generated more distant from the optical axis. According to Eq. (4) an
increase in R also increases the propagation length of the central maximum. Looking at Fig. 6(b)
and (c) it can be seen that the intensity along the optical axis does not stay constant but is rather
extended in a modulated fashion. This puts a much shorter limit to the application of on-chip
axicon for the generation of light sheets for imaging application. For bio-imaging it is desirable
that different parts of the sample is illuminated with similar intensities.
Moreover, it can be seen that the relevant propagation distance for the central beam is much
shorter than the DOF predicted by the geometry which would be 260 µm for R = 20 µm and
520 µm for R = 40 µm. In addition to that is the number of lobes with 7 and 15 for R = 20 µm
and R = 40 µm respectively much larger than the number of lobes appearing over the first 100 µm
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Fig. 5. The central beam along the optical axis as simulated for an axicon with R = 20 µm
at a vacuum wavelength of λ0 = 532 nm, ni = 2.0559, no = 1.3371 and varying axicon
angles α using FEM is evaluated. (a) The intensity (here in terms of the electric field norm
squared) along the direction of propagation is show for different angles. (b) Comparing the
FWHM of the central beam at its maximum as given in the simulations is compared to is
FWHM given by ∆r2 .
Fig. 6. Simulation results for an axicon with (a) R = 20 µm and (b) R = 40 µm at a
vacuum wavelength of λ0 = 532 nm, ni = 2.0559, no = 1.3371 at an axicon angle of α = 8◦.
Presented is the square of the electric field norm as an indicator of the light intensity. Panel
(c) shows the intensity profiles along the central part of the output for the two axicon, both
normalized to their maximum value. The FWHM at maximum intensity are 1.47 µm and
1.45 µm for the R = 20 µm and R = 40 µm axicons respectively. The geometrically expected
FWHM is 1.31 µm for both cases.
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after the axicon. Most of the lobes appear after that point, where the relevant central lobe has lost
most of its intensity already as can be seen in Fig. 6(c). The further away from the center these
side lobes appear, the farther along the direction of propagation and the weaker they appear. In
addition to diminishing of the central beam along the the way, especially the wider on-chip axicon
produces a beam with an additional intensity modulation. Finally do the simulation results not
only show that the actually relevant DOF is much shorter than geometrically expected, it should
be pointed out that the out-of-plane divergence, depending on the thickness of the waveguide
reduces the light intensity that is reached away from the axicon even further.
2.3.3. On-chip axicon counter-propagation
A combination of SIM and LSFM was introduced as lattice light-sheet microscopy [47]. Here,
we demonstrate that two opposing axicons as presented in Fig. 7 can be used to generate a pattern
as presented in Fig. 8 thus implementing chip-based 1D-lattice light-sheets. The design is based
on a waveguide loop, with two opposing waveguide end-facets, each with on-chip axicon and the
sample can be placed inside the well. Again a Si3N4 rib waveguide design is considered. The
two opposing axicons in Fig. 7 generate two counter-propagating 1D-light-sheets as simulated for
the axicon. The resulting intensity distribution will resemble to a 1D-light-sheet with additional
intensity modulation along the x-axis. The simulation parameters like vacuum wavelength and
refractive index are kept the same as for the axicon simulations. The on-chip axicons will
basically create structures as the ones described above with an additional modulation along the
direction of propagation. This pattern may then be shifted along the optical axis by introducing a
phase shift ∆φ in one of the waveguide arms. Depending on the angle under which the waves
stemming from opposing sides interfere, the modulation frequency can be calculated as
d =
λ0
2 sin (90 − θ) no
. (6)
Cropped data from the center of the simulation results (marked by a white rectangle) were
extracted and a sinusoidal function of the form
f (x) = a1 + a2 cos(2a3xπ − a4) (7)
was fitted against the data. The parameters a1, a2, and a4 represent the offset, modulation and
phase respectively. The pattern wavelength is given by d = 1a3 , yielding values of d = 199 nm,
200 nm and 201 nm for α = 8°, 10° and 15° respectively. These values coincide with the values
given by Eq. (6). It can be appreciated that waveguide chip illumination can easily generate
counter-propagating Bessel beams with an interfering angle of 180 degrees and thus creating
fringe period much smaller than what would have been possible using an objective lens. Moreover,
as the light pattern is not generated by the imaging objective lens, it allows free choice of imaging
objective lens of different magnification and N.A. without influencing the light pattern generated
by the chip-illumination.
2.3.4. On-chip double axicon
Next, we investigate the generation of SBB or bottle beams, using a photonic-chip. It has been
previously shown that the interference of two Bessel beams with different radial propagation
constants generates an interference pattern described by Eq. (3). This interference pattern is called
SBB or bottle beam since it shows zero intensity spots on the optical axis that are surrounded
by non-zero light intensity. It is possible to generate such overlapping Bessel beams using an
axicon with two different angles. Here the implementation of a chip based double axicon (Fig. 3)
is simulated. Simulation results for the chip-based double axicon are presented in Fig. 9. On
the left-hand side a COMSOL model with a geometry as presented in Fig. 3 and ni = 2.0559,
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Fig. 7. A photonic chip incorporating two axicons that generate two counter-propagating
QBBs with an intensity modulation suitable for SIM. Introducing a phase shift ∆Φ in one
arm will shift the generated interference pattern along the x-axis. Depending on the axicon
width a waveguide taper as shown in Fig. 1 may be required. Phase control is achieved by
thermo-optic means as indicated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 8. Using a configuration as presented in Fig. 7, the simulated intensity distribution is
shown for axicon angles (as defined in Fig. 2(c)) of α = 6°, 10° and 15° as presented in (a)
– (c) respectively. Data samples are taken from the highlighted rectangular regions and a
sinusoidal function (see Eq. (7)) is fitted (red curve) to the data (blue dots) to extract the
pattern period; an example is shown in (d) for the pattern in (c). The pattern periods are
found to be 199 nm, 200 nm and 201 nm.
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no = 1.3371, α1 = 12°, α2 = 3° and 6°, R1 = 20 µm, R2 = R1 α2α1 is simulated. The fundamental
mode propagating in the waveguide is simulated and the intensity distribution after xmin2 is
presented. On the right-hand side the intensity distribution of two co-propagating Bessel beams
as described in Eq. (3) is shown. As opposed to what was done in [40,43], here α1>α2. The
reason for that is that the geometrical optics approach to the problem suggests that as shown in
Fig. 3(b) the light stemming from the first axicon angle and the light stemming from the second
axicon angle would not overlap which is actually generating the interference.
Fig. 9. The output of the on-chip double axicon as simulated in COMSOL on the left-hand
side and the corresponding result as per Eq. (3) on the right-hand side. Displayed is the
normalized intensity, cut off at 10% to achieve a representation similar to what is shown
in [40,43]. The axicon angles are set to be α1 = 12◦ and α2 = 3° and 6° for (a) and (b)
respectively. The axicon size is set to R1 = 20 µm and R2 = R1 α2α1 to obtain a good overlap
of the green and red region in Fig. 3(b).
As can be seen from the results, a clear intensity void is only expected for α2 = 3°, as shown
in Fig. 9(a). The deviation from the result on the right-hand side is basically due to the far from
optimal approximation of the two Bessel beams with respect to the spatial extend. This further
suggests that it is beneficial to perform simulations based on finite element method for optimizing
the design parameters of on-chip lens for free-space beam shaping.
3. Design and simulation of chip-based dynamic beam shaping in free space
In the preceding section, using an on-chip axicon lens approach, the generation of spatially
confined, but static illumination patterns is investigated. Moreover, non-flat ends of the end
facet of the waveguides are required for the on-chip axicon. Another possibility of on-chip
wavefront shaping to generate user-defined illumination patterns is the OPA as illustrated in
Fig. 10. According to the Huygens principle each point of a wavefront may be regarded as
the source of a spherical wave. The antennas of an OPA mimic a set of point sources. By
manipulating their phase and amplitude relation an overall wavefront can be shaped that is desired
to generate a QBB for example [26].
Active beam steering in the far-field using OPAs has been demonstrated in SOI designs using
the thermo-optic effect to steer a beam across the array, where the outcoupling was facilitated by
grating couplers, enabling steering along the array by using different wavelength of 1500 nm,
1550 nm and 1600 nm [22]. Exploring the capability of OPAs, FDTD simulations of OPAs to
shape the wavefront as generated by an axicon have been introduced with an emphasize on the
Huygens principle for a vacuum wavelength of 780 nm assuming a cleaved end of the chip instead
of grating couplers [26]. A passive far-field-focusing at vacuum wavelength of 1550 nm and
635 nm near the diffraction-limit on a Si3N4 platform has been demonstrated [28] as well as
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Fig. 10. Beam shaping using an OPA. According to the Huygens principle (a) a set of point
sources (red x) generates spherical wavefronts (dashed lines) that form a plane wave in the
far field. The general concept is presented in (b), the waveguide is presented clinched the
x-direction. Manipulating the phases φn and amplitudes An in each arm ((c)), wavefronts
similar to those generated by a (double) axicon are generated in order to obtain QBBs and
SBBs. Depending on the amplitude and phase distribution over the antennas, a QBB ((d)) or
a SBB ((e)) may be generated. A dynamic manipulation of φn and An allows for dynamic
beam shaping and steering. A spatially extended array may also allow for lateral beam
shifting without alteration of the beam profile ((e)).
near-field-focusing at a vacuum wavelength of 1550 nm with additional grating based outcoupling
and focus steering at a variable vacuum wavelength of 1550 nm, 1560 nm and 1570 nm on a SOI
platform [24] which has further been developed to generate a QBB [25].
Regarding the OPA as a set of N antennas located at rn, radiating isotropically with an
amplitude an, a phases φn and a wavelength λ, the complex valued far-field radiation pattern is
















This way a set of phases φn can be derived so that N waves constructively interfere at a desired
focus spot similar to a plane wave encountering a hyperbolic lens as demonstrated in [24]. In
a similar fashion an axially symmetric, linear phase distribution for the generation of a QBB
including the required phase distribution have been derived in [25].
3.1. OPA designs at visible wavelengths for one-dimensional QBB
The influence of the amplitude and phase distribution in OPAs is illustrated in Fig. 10. In
Fig. 10(c) a Gaussian amplitude distribution over a set of waveguides (antennas) is combined
with a phase distribution that is symmetrically changing from the center in a linear fashion. The
resulting light intensity distribution of a QBB is indicated. In Fig. 10(e) the phase distribution
has been changed such that it shows two different slopes, thus generating the SBB. Moreover, a
lateral movement of the intensity distribution along a larger set of waveguides is indicated by
selectively activating different sets of waveguides. In order to test the feasibility of such a design
at visible wavelength, not only the quasi-array-factor is calculated but also a two-dimensional
FEM model in COMSOL.
Here a Ta2O5 on SiO2 rib waveguide in an aqueous environment at a vacuum wavelength of
660 nm is considered. Assuming a waveguide array consisting of a set of rib waveguides, cleaved
at the end of a chip, it is desirable to have good control over the guided modes, preferably single
mode conditions in order to apply phase and amplitude control in an orderly fashion. The rib
structure for the proposed design is shown in Fig. 11(a) and the distribution of the electric field
norm of the only guided TE mode is shown in Fig. 11(b). The proposed structure shows single
mode conditions for the fundamental TE-mode at the given wavelength. In order to perform the
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two-dimensional FEM simulations in COMSOL the refractive index for the rib and the slab (nrib
and nslab in Fig. 11(a)) are approximated using the dispersion equation as described in [48]. The
two-dimensional model in COMSOL is thus set up using two regions with nrib and nslab for the
array and one region with the refractive index of water in which the light is propagating. For the
quasi-array-factor model only the refractive index of water is considered since a discrete set of
point sources is set up.
Fig. 11. The waveguide structure in the phased arrays. (a) The Ta2O5 on SiO2 structure
covert with water is shown. The slab height is 200 nm, the rib height and width are 50 nm
and 500 nm respectively. Using a vacuum wavelength of 660 nm only the fundamental TE
mode is guided. The distribution of the electric field norm is presented in (b) in arbitrary
units.
In order to generate a QBB using an OPA, simulations have been performed as presented in
Fig. 12. For an array with 16 antennas, a Gaussian amplitude distribution (Fig. 12(c)), and a
linear phase distribution (Fig. 12(d)) the generated intensity distribution is simulated. Similar to
what has been done for the N = 64 array with a spacing (pitch) of d =10 µm and a propagation
wavelength of 1550 nm [25], here the set of N = 16 antennas is positioned with d =1.5 µm and a
wavelength of λ = λ0/nH2O for the calculation of the array factor. The square of the electric field
norm as obtained from the array factor Eq. (8) is presented in Fig. 11(a) and the equivalent result
of the COMSOL simulation is presented in Fig. 12(b). Both results show a similar quality of the
generated QBB although the array factor in addition shows tilted versions of the QBB that are
less prominent in the FEM simulation that uses actual waveguides of 500 nm width to simulate
the array.
Fig. 12. Given an OPAwith 16 elements, the output has been simulated using (a) Eq. (8) and
(b) FEM in COMSOL. The applied amplitude and phase distribution among the waveguides
is shown in (c) and (d) respectively.
In order to generate a SBB as it is described for the double axicon, the N = 16 OPA that
generates a QBB is extended to N = 32 and while maintaining a Gaussian amplitude distribution
(Fig. 13(c)), the phase distribution introduces a second slope angle in order to generate two
overlapping QBB. Again the array factor and a COMSOL-model are used to simulate the
intensity distribution in terms of the square of the electric field norm in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b)
respectively. As for the QBB the array factor simulation of the SBB shows tilted copies of the
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intended intensity distribution. This is a feature of the point source model under consideration
and the FEM models show a more accurate result since they consider actual waveguide structures.
Fig. 13. Given an OPAwith 32 elements, the output has been simulated using (a) Eq. (8) and
(b) FEM in COMSOL. The applied amplitude and phase distribution among the waveguides
is shown in (c) and (d) respectively.
The individual manipulation of the OPA’s phases allows for a steering of the QBB and
SBB. This is demonstrated in Fig. 14(a) where a linear phase gradient is added to the original
distribution that is used to generate the SBB (Fig. 14(b)). This effect has been described with
respect to a OPA’s ability to shift a focus normal to the optical axis [24], where a linear phase
gradient was added as well and the authors find that this approach would not only shift the focus,
but will also change the focal length, which has to be corrected for. Looking at the SBB the
interpretation is that the beam is not shifted, but tilted and the focal length would actually be the
same. An animation of the incremental change for a −π/2 to a π/2 distribution is presented in
Visualization 1.
Fig. 14. A similar setup as shown in Fig. 13 is used to demonstrate the tilting capabilities
of the OPA. A linear phase gradient of nπ/2 with the waveguide number n is added to the
original (red) phase distribution thus changing it to the blue distribution in (b). The SBB in
(a) is thus tilted from its original optical axis (dashed red line) to an angled direction. See
also Visualization 1.
On the other hand it is also possible to change the “focal length” of the SBB and thus move
the intensity minima along the optical axis. This is achieved by changing the slope of the linear
phase gradient introduced in the OPA. Given a slope for the linear phase gradient for the inner
part of the double axicon (symmetric to both sides), a constant offset is is used to generate the
slope for the outer part of the double axicon (again in a symmetric manner). Then changing
the initial slope for the phase gradient will ultimately shift the SBB along the optical axis. The
intensity distribution shown in Fig. 15(a) is generated using a phase gradient changing by 8π
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from one antenna to the next for the outer and 24π for the inner part. In Fig. 15(b) the intensity
distribution generated a phase gradient step of π/2 on the outer part and 16.5π on the inner part
is shown. Four minima are indicated in the figures and their shift along the optical axis is the
result of a general stretch of the pattern . The phase distributions of Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b)
are shown in Fig. 15(c) in blue and red respectively. An incremental shift of the SBB along the
optical axis is shown in Visualization 2.
Fig. 15. Manipulating the phase distribution of the OPA in order to shift the intensity
minima (i, ii, iii, iv) of the SBB along the optical axis. The intensity distributions presented
in (a) and (b) are generated with the phase distributions presented in (c) in blue and red
respectively. See also Visualization 2.
4. Fabrication constraints
The fabrication of an actual axicon does involve a deviation from the perfectly sharp tip of the
axicon as modeled in this work towards a rounded shape depending on the fabrication tolerance.
These deviations have been modeled and investigated as tips of hyperbolic shape [49], as well as
spherically shaped tips [50]. With respect to the generated QBBs a modulation of the intensity
along the optical axis, as well as a broadening of the central lobe near the axicon were reported.







with the parameter a determining the deviation from the perfect shape, the radial coordinate y
and the axicon angle τ = 180◦ − 2α. In order to check the severity of this effect, an axicon as
presented in Figs. 4 and 5 (with α = 6◦) was remodeled with a tip shaped using the hyperbolic
approximation with a = 1 µm. With the intended micro fabrication process in mind this is a
reasonable assumption. This yields a deviation of the tip shape as shown in Fig. 16(a). The
intensity profiles along the optical axis are plotted in Fig. 16(b).
The exemplary simulation of a tip showing hyperbolic shape does show a shift of the intensity
distribution along the optical axis. However, a modulation as presented in [49] could not be
reproduced. The reason for this may be the use of guided modes instead of freely propagating
Gaussian modes as used in [49] and the overall dimensions of the targeted axicons. The
broadening of the central lobe as demonstrated in [50] due to a spherical shape of the tip was
demonstrated to happen mainly near the axicon such that a significant part of the QBB will be
available for the intended application.
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Fig. 16. The profile of the axicon tip is expected to deviate from a perfectly sharp to a round
shape due to fabrication limitations. In (a) the perfectly sharp and a rounded (hyperbolic)
tip profile are shown. The resulting intensity profile of the qbbs are shown in (b).
However, should the fabrication of the on-chip axicon turn out to deviate from the perfectly
shaped axicon in such a way, that the generated beam structure may not be applied in the intended
way, the use of OPAs can solve this problem. These devices are investigated in section 3 with
their ability to generate QBBs among others. The fabrication of flat end faces is not as critical as
the fabrication of an axicon and the dynamic phase control allows for adjustment of the intended
wavefront.
5. Conclusion
The use of optical waveguides, for performing light beam shaping in free-space optimized for
three-dimensional bioimaging applications is investigated. We explore both, the static and the
dynamic light shaping using different chip designs, highlighting the suitability and the benefits
of integrated photonics in microscopy. This study will lay the foundation for the development
of chip-based three-dimensional optical microscopy. The chip-based axicon presents itself as a
suitable means to generate light-sheet illumination as used in LSFM, based on a QBB intensity
profile. Furthermore the counter propagating configuration of two axicons in combination with
thermo-optic phase control has the potential to generate illumination patterns suitable in lattice
light-sheet microscopy. The chip enables interference of two counter-propagating Bessel beams
with an angle of 180° between them, consequently generating a lattice light-sheet with small
interference fringes, which will be beneficial for enhancing the lateral resolution.
Although limited in its extend the simulations of the chip-based double axicon show a general
feasibility with respect to SBB generation. The formation of three-dimensional dark spots
(bottles) using SBB could find application in chip-based STED. Finally, we explored OPAs in the
chip-based implementation, showing to be a useful tool not only in order to generate QBBs and
SBB. They are also suitable for dynamic manipulation of the generated beam structure.
It was observed that the FEM simulations in COMSOL provide better overview as opposed to
the analytical simulation of the light distribution of the waveguide designs proposed in this work.
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This facilitates the actual fabrication of planar waveguides that aid in the shaping of different
illumination patterns for different microscopy methodologies. All simulations are performed for
visible wavelengths that are essentially used in optical microscopy.
The main motivation of this study is to propose the use of photonic-chips for LSFM and its
variants, such as lattice light-sheet microscopy. The main advantage of using photonic-chips
is that the entire beam generation and beam steering can be performed using a photonic-chip
and thus a standard optical microscope equipped with a single objective lens can be used to
acquire LSFM images. This will not only make the setup compact, but also allow easy operation
with respect to placement of samples and working distances which are usually restricted with
dual-objective lens based LSFM solutions.
Furthermore, the generation of user-defined illumination patterns using a photonic-chips could
also have other applications, like optical trapping [51], on-chip Raman spectroscopy [52] and
other integrated optical functions.
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